National Ethernet
The right choice for your organisation
You can benefit from
In today’s business environment it’s
imperative that people, applications and
information within organisations are quickly
and easily accessible. At the same time,
moving large volumes of data between
locations requires high speed transfer and
seamless point-to-point or point-to-multipoint
connectivity.
The increasing capacity to meet this demand
can be expensive as bandwidth driven
applications exceed the technology capability
of ADSL and the commercial viability of leased
lines.
Ethernet is different. It handles your
expanding bandwidth needs efficiently and
effectively and is considered the most viable,
cost effective and technically capable solution
for secure high speed connectivity.
LinchPin Networks knows how important your
network is to your business. We partner with
Tier 1 carriers who have credibility in
delivering large bandwidth solutions nationally,
enabling us to provide you not just with
increased bandwidth, but with a complete
serviceable solution.



greater operational efficiencies



improved productivity



increased cost savings



an innovative and functional solution



flexible and future-proof technology

Why miss out?

Fully supporting geographically dispersed
sites, Linchpin Networks can provide the
optimum solution for your organisation. We
offer you the ability to increase effectiveness
whilst reducing total net operating and
ownership costs.
It provides a platform for you to:
 develop new business processes for
collaborative working
 create more proactive business relationships
 enable your staff to really engage
fully with your customers

Contact Linchpin Networks to discover
how implementing an Ethernet solution
can enable real time working between
your staff, fast transmission of large
files, and effective deployment of
distributed applications throughout
your organisation.
Contact us at:
E: info@linchpinnetworks.co.uk
T: 01284 830 841

Product

Connectivity

Speed available

National Ethernet

Long distance point-to-point and
point-to-multipoint Ethernet circuits

2Mbps up to 1Gbps in flexible
increments

Ethernet Extensions

Point-to-point Ethernet circuits over
the Metro Area

10Mbps, 100 Mbps and 1Gbps

Metro Ethernet Virtual Private
Network (VPN)

Point-to-point, point-to-multipoint
and any-to-any Ethernet over the
Metro Area

2Mbps up to 1Gbps in flexible
increments

Key Facts
 Short distance Ethernet connections
are available at speeds of 10Mbps,
100Mbps or 1Gbps
 Short haul Metro Ethernet Solution
connects inter-site LANs into a single,
easily managed corporate network,
with both point-to-point and hub-andspoke topologies supported
 Enables effective real time working
between your staff, fast transmission
of large files and the deployment of
distributed applications throughout
your organisation
 Easier to deploy and manage than
a traditional WAN infrastructure
and more cost-effective than
Leased Lines

About LinchPin Networks
LinchPin Networks Ltd was formed in
2004 to provide technical and sales consultancy to the Telecommunications Industry.
After much success in providing fibre
solutions for customers' wide area networks, LinchPin Networks expanded its
services to introduce further technical
solutions to
enhance your customers’ experience:
Wide Area (WAN), Dark Fibre, Application Acceleration, WAN Compression,
WAN
Stress Tests, Dark Fibre, unlimited
bandwidth WAN provision, MPLS based
Ethernet WAN, Licensed Microwave
provision.
For further information, please go to:
www.linchpinnetworks.co.uk
Contact us

